GC Minutes (10/26/2015)

- GC Minutes (10/12/2015): approved
- Eboard Report (10/19/2015)
- Group Recognition: HSI Post-Bacc Group [representative not present at meeting: discuss next time]

- Funding Requests
  - Dark Matter Poetry Night
    * Motion to fully fund
    Decision: Fully Funded

  - Hult Prize
    * Motion to partially fund for $250 as we don’t know what the interest is
    (withdrawn)
    * Motion to table decision (how many people will attend?) to wait until
    registration is done (next meeting: 11/30)
    [rephrased]
    * Motion to table the rest of the funding upon 30/11
  [delete]
  * Motion to fund $70 for food for orientation at Homewood (second)
  [delete]
  * Motion to table discussion until 11/30 and to fund $70 for food
  Decision: Discussion continued on 11/30; $70 for food at orientation on Homewood Campus funded

  - JHGCC Mini-Case Competition
    * Motion to fully fund (second)
    Decision: Fully funded

  - Realism Bites
    * Motion to fully fund
    Decision: Fully funded

  - TRAIN
    * Motion to fully fund and reach out (humanities)
    Decision: Fully Funded

- Overview of GRO Budget 2015/16
  * Motion to change the name from social programming to student programming (second)
  Discussion: What are the control mechanisms if we just change the name? Approval is lacking in terms of GRO budget; different
budget situation this year: we’ll spend everything

Suggestions: instead of having chairs coming every single time but maybe draft budget of how much money each chair might think they’d spend (second that suggestion); split up in a different way: chairs come in and say how much money they need and then we estimate how much money this pot should have; give suggestions to advocacy chairs and social chairs, open to floating chairs; if yearn-long positions they could present quarterly/semesterly budget proposals allocate into bucket called:
  * Motion to approve renaming (no second)
  * Motion to rename to Student Programming. Social chairs, advocacy chairs, and floating chairs can make use of this specific budget which depends on quarterly approval by the GC (vote). (second)

Decision: Motion approved.

* Motion to adjourn the meeting
Meeting adjourned.